Other Media
As a source of information
First there were lookouts, then:
Armies
Meetings
Town Criers
Bulletin Boards
Radio
Newspapers
Magazines
Television
The Internet

The Internet has become a major source to give and receive information.
Many newspapers have gone out of business and more are dying.
The amount of information on the Internet is huge and growing. Much of the
information is accurate but some is not. There is a problem of censorship that is
growing around the world. Even in the United States stories are often not reported
or pulled because of "political correctness." This is a form of censorship. Also
there is foreign ownership of many TV stations. Saudi oil money has bought large
portions of TV stations and news organizations. As a reporter you risk being fired
if you report on any story that is negative toward them or their religion. Also big
Saudi money has been able to put out propaganda and to actually get opposing
stories and videos removed from public view. ALSO CHINA is a growing force
in the USA. Why? Because the US Congress borrowed trillions from them and
now that our taxpayer dollars are now financing their military with our money
and since Chinese science education and technology will soon surpass the USA.
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BUT regarding media NOW LOOK FOR: The Social Media and The Cloud
News, texts, pictures will all be delivered to your phone daily. But there is a
problem even with that. With newspapers you could see who the reporter was
and even go talk to him at his office. Now you don't know who the reporter was
and he is out there in the cloud and may even be a fictitious government creation
put there to control you. Read the book 1984 and Brave New World. Do I
exaggerate? Look what Hitler and Joseph Goebbels did with the media in the late
1930s, look what North Korea did with its population (brainwashing) look what
China does with their Internet and News. Is Big Brother coming here. Too late
Big Brothers are probably already here and just out of sight. Don't believe it look
at the bailout in 2008. They told the congress and President what to do and the
congress and President did it. And who paid and is paying for it? You are.
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